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Abstract
Background: The use of mobile health (mHealth) interventions, including smartphone apps, for the prevention of cardiovascular
disease (CVD) has demonstrated mixed results for obesity, hypercholesterolemia, diabetes, and hypertension management. A
major factor attributing to the variation in mHealth study results may be mHealth user engagement.
Objective: This systematic review aims to determine if user engagement with smartphone apps for the prevention and management
of CVD is associated with improved CVD health behavior change and risk factor outcomes.
Methods: We conducted a comprehensive search of PubMed, CINAHL, and Embase databases from 2007 to 2020. Studies
were eligible if they assessed whether user engagement with a smartphone app used by an individual to manage his or her CVD
risk factors was associated with the CVD health behavior change or risk factor outcomes. For eligible studies, data were extracted
on study and sample characteristics, intervention description, app user engagement measures, and the relationship between app
user engagement and the CVD risk factor outcomes. App user engagement was operationalized as general usage (eg, number of
log-ins or usage days per week) or self-monitoring within the app (eg, total number of entries made in the app). The quality of
the studies was assessed.
Results: Of the 24 included studies, 17 used a randomized controlled trial design, 4 used a retrospective analysis, and 3 used a
single-arm pre- and posttest design. Sample sizes ranged from 55 to 324,649 adults, with 19 studies recruiting participants from
a community setting. Most of the studies assessed weight loss interventions, with 6 addressing additional CVD risk factors,
including diabetes, sleep, stress, and alcohol consumption. Most of the studies that assessed the relationship between user
engagement and reduction in weight (9/13, 69%), BMI (3/4, 75%), body fat percentage (1/2, 50%), waist circumference (2/3,
67%), and hemoglobin A1c (3/5, 60%) found statistically significant results, indicating that greater app user engagement was
associated with better outcomes. Of 5 studies, 3 (60%) found a statistically significant relationship between higher user engagement
and an increase in objectively measured physical activity. The studies assessing the relationship between user engagement and
dietary and diabetes self-care behaviors, blood pressure, and lipid panel components did not find statistically significant results.
Conclusions: Increased app user engagement for prevention and management of CVD may be associated with improved weight
and BMI; however, only a few studies assessed other outcomes, limiting the evidence beyond this. Additional studies are needed
to assess user engagement with smartphone apps targeting other important CVD risk factors, including dietary behaviors,
hypercholesterolemia, diabetes, and hypertension. Further research is needed to assess mHealth user engagement in both inpatient
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and outpatient settings to determine the effect of integrating mHealth interventions into the existing clinical workflow and on
CVD outcomes.
(JMIR Cardio 2021;5(1):e18834) doi: 10.2196/18834
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Introduction
Background
Heart disease remains the leading cause of death in the United
States [1]. In 2011, the American Heart Association (AHA) set
a strategic impact goal of decreasing deaths from cardiovascular
diseases (CVDs) and stroke by 20% by 2020; thus, efforts have
been made to improve health behavior and reduce the prevalence
of risk factors for heart disease, including smoking, overweight
and obesity, physical inactivity, poor nutrition, diabetes mellitus,
hypercholesterolemia, and hypertension [1]. According to the
2015 National Health Interview Survey, 79% of US adults
reported not achieving adequate physical activity (PA) [1].
According to the 2014 National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey, 46% of US adults have hypertension
(based on the 2017 American College of Cardiology and AHA
guidelines), 40% of US adults have moderately elevated or high
total cholesterol, and 38% of US adults are obese [1]. Although
still important risk factors for CVD, the prevalence of smoking
and diagnosed diabetes is 15% and 9%, respectively, among
US adults, which are lower than the other risk factors [1].
However, the prevalence of diabetes is increasing, whereas the
prevalence of smoking among adults is decreasing [1].
Mobile health (mHealth), “the use of mobile computing and
communication technologies, [such as smartphone
applications]...for health services and information,” is an
innovative approach that could be a potentially effective means
of involving individuals in health promotion and CVD
management [2]. Although the prevalence of smartphone
ownership among adults in the United States is high [3-6],
including 73% smartphone ownership among individuals with
CVD risk [7], a state-of-the-science article demonstrated that
there are conflicting findings about the effectiveness of mHealth
interventions for CVD prevention in improving CVD health
behavior change and risk factor outcomes, such as weight
management, PA, hypertension management, diabetes
management, and lipid control [2]. One potential but important
cause of conflicting results may be differential user engagement
with the interventions. However, directly assessing the
relationship between user engagement with smartphone apps
and CVD health behavior change and risk factor outcomes was
not a goal of that review.
Engagement with (smartphone app) interventions is considered
a precondition for effectiveness and is of particular concern for
behavior change interventions [8]. Although the field of user
engagement with health interventions is in the early stages, there
is work that has been conducted to reach a consensus on how
best to conceptualize and operationalize user engagement with
these interventions [8-10]. For this systematic review, user
engagement with smartphone apps is conceptually defined as
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the “emotional, cognitive, and behavioral experience of a user
with a [smartphone application] that exists, at any point in time
and over time, [to varying degrees]” [11]. User engagement is
a dynamic process that likely coincides with behavior change
to ultimately improve health outcomes [8]. Yardley et al [8]
proposed one potential model, including 4 phases, of this
process. In phase 1, individuals would engage with the
smartphone app and prepare for behavior change [8,12]. In
phase 2, individuals would partake in behavior change, mediated
by sustained user engagement [8,12]. In phase 3, individuals
would continue to partake in behavior change but may disengage
from the smartphone app if no longer needed to sustain behavior
change [8,12]. Finally, in phase 4, individuals may re-engage
with the smartphone app if there is a lapse in behavior change
[8,12]. Unlike other behavioral change interventions, mHealth
interventions allow for the assessment of user engagement or
intervention fidelity. If user engagement is determined to be
associated with CVD health behavior change and risk factor
outcomes, clinicians and providers could use summary reports
of user engagement with mHealth interventions as a proxy for
determining how individuals adhere to health behavior
recommendations.
The process of user engagement with mHealth interventions
can be measured either subjectively via self-report (eg, focus
groups, observation, think-aloud activities, ecological monetary
assessments, interviews, and questionnaires) to capture the
emotional and cognitive experiences or objectively via
physiological measurements or app analytics (eg, ecological
monetary assessments, eye tracking, time spent on a page,
revisits to app) to capture the behavioral experiences [9-11].
When measuring user engagement with smartphone apps, the
more relevant measures include focus groups, interviews,
questionnaires, ecological monetary assessments, and app
analytics. App analytics measure the behavioral manifestations
of user engagement with smartphone apps and can be divided
into intersession and intrasession measures [11]. Intersession
measures assess long-term user engagement with smartphone
apps across multiple sessions [11]. Intrasession measures assess
user engagement with smartphone apps within a single session
[11]. For this systematic review, the emotional and cognitive
aspects of user engagement are operationalized through
questionnaires and the behavioral aspects of user engagement
through app analytics.
There has been considerable research across multiple disciplines,
examining what factors are associated with higher user
engagement, including intervention content (feedback, goal
setting, reminders, self-monitoring, and social support features),
modes of content delivery (control, credibility, novelty,
personalization, and professional support features), demographic
characteristics (age, computer literacy, education, ethnicity,
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employment, and gender), and psychological characteristics
(experience of well-being, mental health, motivation, and
self-efficacy) [10]. However, a key question to address is
whether the degree of user engagement with an mHealth
intervention correlates with achieving the targeted outcomes,
in this case, CVD risk factor modification and outcomes.
Determining whether user engagement with smartphone apps
is associated with improved CVD health behavior change and
risk factor modification will be critical for determining their
clinical utility in the future.

Objectives
As smartphone ownership becomes more prevalent and
individuals increasingly use their devices for health information
and management, with 62% of smartphone owners found in a
prior study to have used their smartphone in the past year to
look up health information [6], we require a better understanding
of user engagement with smartphone apps. To our knowledge,
no systematic reviews have been previously conducted with the
primary aim of assessing the relationship between user
engagement with smartphone apps and CVD health behavior
change and risk factor outcomes. Schoeppe et al [13] conducted
a systematic review to evaluate the efficacy of interventions
that used smartphone apps to improve diet, PA, and sedentary
behavior. However, they only found 3 studies that examined
the relationship between user engagement and improvements
in PA and healthy eating and cited the need for additional
research to examine the relationship between user engagement
and the outcomes of interest [13]. Therefore, the purpose of this
systematic review, conducted 4 years following the work of
Schoeppe et al [13], is to determine if user engagement with
smartphone apps for the prevention and management of CVD
is associated with improved CVD health behavior change and
risk factor outcomes.

Methods
Search Strategy and Eligibility Criteria
ES searched PubMed, EBSCOhost, and CINAHL for articles
published in English between 2007 and 2020. The review was
limited to this period, as smartphones were not available until
2007. No search limitations were placed on participant age,
setting, or population. Specific limitations were not placed on
the population to identify individuals enrolled along the
spectrum of CVD prevention (primordial, primary, and
secondary). Although no search restrictions were placed on
study duration, there were restrictions placed on study design
that aimed to return studies conducted using a correlational
design or nested within a randomized controlled trial (RCT),
quasi-experimental design, or mixed methods design.
The following keywords were used to identify candidate studies:
(Disease Management OR Disease Prevention OR Obesity OR
Overweight OR Weight Loss OR Heart Diseases OR Vascular
Diseases OR Cardiovascular Diseases OR Coronary Artery
Diseases OR Heart Failure OR Hypertension OR Diabetes OR
Exercise OR Physical Activity) AND (Mobile Applications OR
mHealth OR Mobile Health OR iPhone OR Android OR
Smartphone) AND (Engag* OR Experienc* OR Usage OR
Usability or Involv*) AND (Randomized Controlled Trial OR
http://cardio.jmir.org/2021/1/e18834/
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Non-Randomized Controlled Trial OR Evaluation Studies OR
Quasi-Experimental OR Mixed-methods OR Correlation
Studies). The final searches were conducted on January 28,
2020. The complete search strategy can be found in Multimedia
Appendix 1. The search terms around user engagement are
meant to encompass both objective and subjective experiences.
Unlike the other CVD risk factors discussed previously, we
decided not to include smoking in the search strategy, as its
prevalence is low and decreasing among US adults. Covidence,
a software for managing and streamlining the systematic review
process, was used to screen the returned studies and remove
duplicates.
Studies were eligible for inclusion if they (1) evaluated user
engagement with a smartphone app; (2) included a smartphone
app that was used by an individual to manage his or her
cardiovascular health; (3) assessed CVD health behavior change
or risk factor outcomes (ie, medication adherence; symptom
management; and changes in diet, PA, weight, and biomarkers)
for primordial, primary, or secondary prevention of CVD
(hypertension, coronary artery disease, obesity, diabetes,
myocardial infarction, or heart failure), not including stroke;
and (4) assessed whether user engagement with a smartphone
app was associated with the CVD health behavior change or
risk factor outcome.
Studies were excluded if the sample size for the mHealth
intervention group was less than 50 participants to reduce the
likelihood of drawing conclusions from insufficiently powered
studies. Although there were no specific search limitations
placed on the study population, with the intention of identifying
individuals enrolled along the spectrum of CVD prevention
(primordial, primary, and secondary), if the study was not
focused on CVD management or prevention, they were
excluded. Examples of study populations excluded for this
reason included those where there may have been elements of
the intervention that aimed to improve cardiovascular health,
but overall the focus was on improving psychological distress,
chronic kidney disease management, type 1 diabetes
management, stroke recovery, or fertility among couples
attempting conception. The reasons for exclusion were assigned
based on a specific hierarchical structure, moving from broader
to more specific exclusion criteria. Coauthors progressed
sequentially through the following reasons for exclusion: (1)
intervention or population not related to CVD behavior change,
(2) smartphone app was not used by the patient, (3) less than
50 participants in the mHealth intervention groups or with
engagement data, (4) no measure of user engagement, (5)
outcome not related to CVD prevention or management, and
(6) relationship between user engagement and CVD outcome
not assessed. Once an article met any of these exclusion criteria,
the coauthors assigned that as the reason for exclusion and did
not continue to assess the article for the subsequent exclusion
criteria.

Screening Process and Data Extraction
Each retrieved title and abstract were screened by ES to
determine eligibility to qualify for full-text review. Occasional
full-text reviews were completed when the operationalization
of user engagement with the smartphone app was unclear from
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the abstract. The articles identified for full-text review were
independently examined for inclusion by ES and JA. A
consensus was reached on all the articles eligible for inclusion,
and a third reviewer was not needed. ES extracted data on study
and sample characteristics, intervention description, measures
of user engagement with the smartphone app, and results
regarding the relationship between user engagement with the
smartphone app and the CVD health behavior change or risk
factor outcome. In some instances, ES reviewed associated
protocol papers to obtain the necessary data on study design,
quality, and intervention description for the included articles.
Data were extracted into a table to summarize the findings for
the narrative results of this review.

the methodological rigor of the included studies via the Joanna
Briggs Checklist for analytical cross-sectional studies [14]. A
consensus was reached between these 2 authors on the
methodological rigor for each study, and a third reviewer was
not required. The checklist for analytical cross-sectional studies
was chosen, as the focus for this review was on the relationship
between user engagement and the CVD health behavior change
or risk factor outcome of interest, not the difference in the
outcome between intervention groups or the change in the
outcome over time (ie, the correlational designs nested within
the RCT or quasi-experimental designs).

In this review, if multiple treatment arms in a study used a
smartphone app, the results with regard to the relationship
between user engagement and the outcome of interest are
presented as they were in the original study (ie, either combined
or separated user engagement metrics across groups). If the
relationship between user engagement and the health outcome
was reported at multiple time points, the end of the treatment
time point was used by default when determining if app user
engagement was or was not significantly associated with the
outcome of interest. In the Results section, we characterize a
statistically significant association found in the desired direction
between user engagement and the outcome of interest (ie, a
positive association between user engagement and PA or a
negative association between user engagement and weight) as
a positive finding. We also label a nonstatistically significant
association in the expected direction, no association, or an
association in the opposite direction than expected as a negative
finding. Findings that ended up not being reported were also
labeled as a negative finding. ES and RP independently assessed

Results of the Search
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Results
The PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines provided the structure
for the flow of articles throughout the critical review process,
which is shown in Figure 1 [15]. A total of 1964 records were
identified from the 3 electronic databases. Then, 546 duplicate
records were removed, and the titles and abstracts of the
remaining 1418 records were reviewed. Of the 1418 records,
155 were identified for full-text review. Of 155 articles, 131
were excluded, and 24 articles (ie, studies), assessing 22
individual interventions, were deemed eligible for inclusion in
this systematic review. Of the 24 studies included in this review,
16 (67%) were published in mHealth or technology journals,
and 8 (33%) were published in medical or clinical journals.
These findings likely reflect journal preferences, with medical
and clinical journals, perhaps favoring studies that focus more
on clinical outcomes and not necessarily user engagement with
mHealth interventions.
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Figure 1. Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses diagram depicting the flow of records. CVD: cardiovascular disease.

Study Characteristics
The study characteristics are summarized in Multimedia
Appendix 2 [16-39]. Of the 24 studies, 17 used an RCT design
[16-32], 4 used a retrospective analysis [33-36], and 3 used a
single-group pre-and posttest quasi-experimental design [37-39].
Although 20 studies used an RCT or single-group preand-posttest quasi-experimental design, it was the correlational
studies nested within these larger parent studies that were of
interest for this review. For the 17 RCTs, intervention duration
ranged from 6 weeks [22] to 24 months [17,24]. For the 3
single-group pre- and-posttest quasi-experimental studies,
intervention duration ranged from 3 months [37] to 6 months
http://cardio.jmir.org/2021/1/e18834/
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[38,39]. For the studies using a prospective design, follow-up
ranged from 1 month [25,26,28] to 24 months [17,24]. All 24
studies were conducted in developed countries, including the
United States (n=11), Australia (n=3), Canada (n=2), Spain
(n=2), the United Kingdom (n=1), Norway (n=1), Finland (n=1),
Japan (n=1), Singapore (n=1), and Korea (n=1). Overall, 2
studies with the same first author assessed one intervention
(MyFitnessPal) [25,26], and another 2 studies with the same
first author also assessed one intervention (Noom) [33,34].
Therefore, although there were 24 studies, only 22 individual
interventions were assessed.
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Of the 17 RCT studies, 14 conducted an a priori power analysis.
Of these 14 RCTs, 3 detected a significant difference in the
primary outcome between groups [21,23,27], 9 did not detect
a significant difference in the primary outcome between groups
[16,17,22,24-26,29,31,32], and 2 did not report the results of
the difference in the primary outcome between groups [18,30].
One of the studies that did not detect a significant difference
between groups did not achieve the target sample size [32].
Three RCTs did not conduct an a priori power analysis
[19,20,28], one of which was a pilot study [28]. However, one
study still detected a significant difference in the primary
outcome between groups [19]. Among the RCTs, only one study
conducted a post hoc power analysis for the relationship between
user engagement and the outcomes of interest [20]. None of the
3 single-group pre- and-posttest quasi-experimental studies
conducted a power analysis [37-39]. One study had a very large
sample size and found a significant difference in the primary
outcome over time [37]. The other 2 were pilot studies and did
not conduct inferential statistics regarding the primary outcome
[38,39]. None of the 4 retrospective studies conducted a power
analysis [33-36]. One study detected a significant difference in
the primary outcome over time [36]; however, the other 3 studies
did not report differences in the primary outcome over time
[33-35].
Overall sample sizes ranged from 55 [38] to 324,649 participants
[35]. Although this review was not limited to a specific age
group, all eligible studies comprised adults, but one study
enrolled participants as young as 16 years [28]. All 24 studies
reported on sex, with 16 of the samples consisting largely of
women (range 51%-91%) [22,38], 7 of the samples consisting
largely of men (range 51%-100%) [16,21], and one split evenly
[39]. Thirteen studies reported sample races [17-19,21-28,32,39],
with 7 consisting largely of White participants
[18,19,22,24-26,28]. Seventeen studies reported on sample
educational level, with the majority of the participants within
each individual study having attended some college
[16-26,28-32,38,39]. Ten studies limited their sample to
participants who were overweight or obese [17,19,21-26,28,35],
and another 11 studies reported enrolling participants with a
baseline mean or majority percentage BMI indicating overweight
or obesity [16,20,22,27,29-31,33,34,38,39]. The majority of the
studies recruited participants from a community setting, except
for 5 studies that recruited participants from hospitals [21], a
hospital-based diabetes management education program [32],
primary care [23,29], and a community health care facility [39].
All 22 interventions assessed included an app for addressing
CVD risk factors. Of 22 interventions, 11 (50%) included
commercial apps [19,20,22,25-27,32-37,39] and 11 (50%)
included investigator-developed apps [16-18,21,23,24,28-31,38].
In addition, 73% (16/22) of the interventions consisted of not
only an app but also other components, including in-person
meetings, emails, text messaging, phone consults, websites,
Facebook groups, blogs, and podcasts [16-26,29-31,36,38,39].
Of 22 interventions, 6 (27%) consisted solely of an app
[27,28,32-35,37]. Twelve apps were also paired with tracking
devices (ie, pedometers, weight scales, glucose meters)
[18,20-24,29-31,35,38,39]. Most of the studies assessed weight
loss interventions, with 27% (6/22) of the interventions
http://cardio.jmir.org/2021/1/e18834/
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addressing additional CVD risk factors, including type 2
diabetes, sleep, stress, excessive alcohol consumption, and
smoking [18,20,31,32,36,39]. The interventions focused on
weight loss used a variety of strategies, including nutrition and
PA tracking-energy expenditure, diet and exercise education,
podcasts, social support, recipes, and behavior change
techniques.

User Engagement With Smartphone App Measures
The behavioral manifestations of user engagement with
smartphone apps were assessed using app analytics. Only
intersession measures were used in the included studies. In 3
of the 17 studies that combined other intervention strategies
with the app (ie, participants had the choice to use both the app
and other intervention strategies such as a website), they did
not differentiate app from website user engagement and provided
a combined effect [16,17,20]. The intersession measures used
were general usage and overall self-monitoring over a defined
period. The general usage of the interventions was assessed in
11 studies through multiple means, including tracking the
number of log-ins per week or month, number of usage days,
total time spent using the app, and number of times the different
app features were used [16,20,24,28-32,36-38]. In 2 studies,
self-reported weekly app use was assessed as a proxy for
intersession general usage measures [19,22]. In 14 of the studies,
researchers assessed overall self-monitoring (eg, total number
of days self-monitoring or entries made in the app)
[16-18,21,23-27,32-35,39]. User engagement with the
smartphone apps was also categorized by frequency and pattern
of self-monitoring or general usage in 14 of the studies
[17,19-21,23,27,29-31,35-39].
In 33% (8/24) of the studies, there was no indication of how
frequently participants were able to or expected to engage with
the
intervention
(ie,
intended
engagement)
[18-20,28,31,32,35,36]. In 67% (16/24) of the studies, there
was some indication of how frequently participants were able
to or expected to engage with the intervention
[16,17,21-27,29,30,33,34,37-39], whether it was broad
instructions to self-monitor behaviors daily or almost daily
[16,17,22,25,26,29,30,33,34,37,38], multiple times a day
[21,27], or more specific recommendations for each feature in
the intervention [23,24,39]. It was not always clear in the studies
that indicated participants were able to self-monitor within the
intervention daily if they were explicitly told or prompted to do
so.
Overall, 6 studies included a smartphone app in more than one
treatment arm [22,24-26,30,31]. In 2 of these studies, where
there was no difference in the smartphone app between the 2
groups, user engagement data across both groups with the
smartphone app were combined when assessing the relationship
between user engagement and the outcome of interest [22,31].
In another study, where the versions of the smartphone app were
different between the 2 arms (gamified app vs nongamified
app), the app user engagement data were also combined across
groups [29]. In studies assessing the MyFitnessPal app, user
engagement was both combined and separated across groups
when assessing the relationship between user engagement and
the outcome of interest [25,26]. As the app did not differ across
JMIR Cardio 2021 | vol. 5 | iss. 1 | e18834 | p. 6
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groups, but rather instruction on how to engage with the app as
well as supplementary material, in the narrative of this review,
we present the combined results [25,26]. In another study, where
both intervention arms had access to the same app, one without
reminders and prompts, the results were presented separately
for each arm [24]. Multimedia Appendix 2 provides a
description of how user engagement with the smartphone apps
was operationalized in each study. None of the studies reported
on the subjective experience of user engagement [11] with a
smartphone app; however, a few did report on satisfaction and
usability of the app [9].

Quality of Studies
Of the 24 included studies, 21 used convenience or purposive
sampling [16-28,30-32,35-39] and only 3 used random sampling
[29,33,34], limiting the external validity of these results.
Seventeen of the studies used an RCT design [16-32], one of
which also used random sampling [29], strengthening the
internal validity. In Multimedia Appendix 3, the methodological
rigor for each study is presented using the Joanna Briggs
Checklist for analytical cross-sectional studies [14]. The rules
for how the studies were scored on methodological rigor for
each question, directed by the Joanna Briggs Checklist for
analytical cross-sectional studies guidelines, are also provided
in Multimedia Appendix 3.
The questions that studies performed the worst on the Joanna
Briggs Checklist for analytical cross-sectional studies were
question 1 (“Were the criteria for inclusion in the sample clearly
defined?”) in which 42% (10/24) of the studies received a score
of yes, question 3 (“Was the exposure measured in a valid and
reliable way?”) in which none of the studies received a score
of yes, question 5 (“Were confounding factors identified?”) in
which 42% (10/24) of the studies received a score of yes, and
question 8 (“Was appropriate statistical analysis used?”) in
which 38% (9/24) of the studies received a score of yes. The
studies performed well on question 2 (“Were the study subjects
and the setting described in detail?”) in which 71% (17/24) of
the studies received a score of yes, question 4 (“Were objective,
standard criteria used for measurement of the condition?”) in
which 94% (17/18, studies with a score of not applicable not
included in denominator) of the studies received a score of yes,
and question 7 (“Were the outcomes measured in a valid and
reliable way?”) in which 88% (21/24) of the studies received a
score of yes.
Of the studies that were not nested within an RCT, 5 found
positive results [33-37], one demonstrated more mixed results
[39], and one with a smaller sample size (n=55) found negative
results [38]. Thus, it does not appear as though studies nested
within a poorer quality design demonstrated more negative
results. In general, the sample sizes were large (88% had a
sample size ≥100 participants). Heterogeneous app analytics
were used across studies to assess user engagement with
smartphone apps, making it difficult to draw strong conclusions.
In addition, in 3 studies, user engagement was operationalized
across technology platforms, limiting the accurate assessment
of the relationship between user engagement with the app and
the outcome [16,17,20].
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Relationship Between User Engagement With
Smartphone Apps and Health Outcome
Multimedia Appendix 2 also provides a description of the
relationship between user engagement with smartphone apps
and the CVD health behavior change or risk factor outcome or
both in each study. If the relationship between user engagement
and the health outcome was reported at multiple time points,
the end of the treatment time point was used by default when
determining whether app user engagement was or was not
significantly associated with the outcome of interest. There
were, however, 2 studies that presented these findings at only
a preliminary [32] or longer follow-up [29] time point; thus,
the findings at these time points had to be used instead when
making a determination.

Changes in Anthropometrics
Overall, 15 studies assessed the relationship between user
engagement with a smartphone app and changes in
anthropometrics, including weight, BMI, percent body fat, and
waist circumference.
User Engagement and Change in Weight
Thirteen studies assessed the relationship between user
engagement with a smartphone app and change in weight. Nine
studies reported statistically significant greater weight loss with
higher user engagement with a smartphone app, with follow-up
ranging from 2 to 12 months [19-21,23,25-27,34,35]. Both
general usage [19-21] and self-monitoring measures
[23,25-27,34,35] of user engagement with a smartphone app
were used. In particular, entering PA, dietary behaviors, and
weight; more frequent upload of meal photographs; completing
more educational articles; customizing more features; and
posting on social platforms were significantly associated with
greater weight loss [23,25-27,34,35]. However, simply
commenting on other users’ posts was not [34]. Four studies
that assessed the relationship between user engagement with a
smartphone app and weight demonstrated negative results, with
follow-up ranging from 3 to 24 months [17,24,28,39].
Self-monitoring measures [17,24,39] and general usage
measures [24,28] of user engagement with smartphone apps
were used. Although Lin et al [24] did not find statistically
significant correlations between user engagement and weight
change at 24 months (the length of intervention duration), at 6
months, both intervention arms with an app found that as app
user engagement increased, weight decreased. In addition, at
12 months, this relationship remained statistically significant
for the app intervention arm paired with group dietitian–led
sessions and phone calls [24].
User Engagement and Change in BMI
Four studies assessed the relationship between user engagement
with a smartphone app and BMI [18,20,21,33]. Both general
usage [20,21] and self-monitoring measures [18,33] of user
engagement with smartphone apps were used. Three of these
studies reported a statistically significant greater reduction in
BMI with higher user engagement with the smartphone app,
with follow-up ranging from 6 to 12 months [20,21,33]. In
particular, activities within the Noom weight loss app, including
logging food and group participation (number of original posts
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and comments and likes on others’ posts), were significantly
associated with a reduction in BMI [33]. Among Gray Matters
app users, there was no correlation between the average number
of log-ins per day and change in BMI at 6 months [18].
User Engagement and Change in Waist Circumference and
Body Fat Percentage
Three [20,21,27] and 2 [20,21] studies assessed the relationship
between user engagement and waist circumference and body
fat, respectively. In 2 of the studies, sustained users of the app
and web technology interventions and more frequent meal
photograph uploads were significantly associated with greater
reduction in percent body fat [20] and waist circumference
[20,27], with follow-up ranging from 2 to 12 months. One study
that aimed to assess the relationship between user engagement
and waist circumference and percent body fat at 6 months did
not report the data [21].

CVD Health Behavior Change
Six studies assessed the relationship between user engagement
with a smartphone app and change in PA or dietary behaviors
or both [16,22,29,30,37,38], and one study assessed the
relationship between app user engagement and diabetes self-care
behaviors [32]. The changes in health behavior were collected
via self-reported data entered into the app or through paired
devices [16,22,29,30,37,38] or via surveys [16,29,30,32].
General usage [16,29,30,37,38] and self-monitoring measures
[16,22] of user engagement with smartphone apps were used.
User Engagement and Change in PA
Among the 5 studies that assessed change in objectively
measured PA (ie, step count and minutes of moderate to
vigorous physical activity) [22,29,30,37,38], 3 studies found
statistically significant associations between user engagement
and increases in objectively measured PA with follow-up
ranging from 3 months to 12 months [29,30,37]. Two of the 5
studies with smaller sample sizes (n=67 and n=55) and follow-up
at 6 weeks and 6 months did not [22,38]. The relationship
between user engagement with smartphone apps and
self-reported PA was assessed across 3 studies with follow-up
ranging from 3 to 12 months [16,29,30]. One study found that
increased user engagement was associated with increased
self-reported PA [30], and 2 studies did not [16,29]. In a study
conducted by Edney et al [30], app engagement data were
combined across multiple treatment arms using a gamified
versus nongamified app. Although the results for the relationship
between user engagement and step count and self-reported PA
were not presented separately for each arm, they did report that
gamified app users were more likely to be in the high user
engagement group [30].
User Engagement and Change in Dietary and Diabetes
Self-Care Behaviors
In 2 studies with follow-up ranging from 9 to 12 months, no
general usage or self-monitoring measures of user engagement
with the intervention were associated with a change in
self-reported dietary behaviors [16,29]. One study that conducted
an exploratory analysis assessing the relationship between
overall app use and self-reported diabetes self-care behaviors
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at 3 months did not find a statistically significant association
[32].

Change in Risk Factors and Biomarkers
Eight studies assessed the relationship between user engagement
with a smartphone app and biomarkers, including hemoglobin
A1c (HbA1c; n=5), heart rate (n=1), systolic blood pressure (SBP)
and diastolic blood pressure (DBP; n=2), cholesterol (n=2),
triglycerides (n=2), blood carotenoids (n=1), serum glucose
(n=2), and insulin levels (n=1) [18,20,21,27,31,32,36,39].
General usage [18,20,31,32] and self-monitoring measures
[18,21,27,32] of user engagement with smartphone apps were
used.
User Engagement and Change in HbA1c
Five studies assessed the relationship between user engagement
with a smartphone app and HbA1c [27,31,32,36,39]. Three of
these studies found that general usage of the app overall was
significantly associated with a decrease in HbA1c with follow-up
ranging from 3 to 12 months [31,32,36]. However, when
assessing the relationship between self-monitoring measures
and decrease in HbA1c, the findings were slightly more mixed.
One study found that more frequent meal photograph uploads,
when comparing the highest tertile to the lowest tertile, were
significantly associated with decreased HbA1c at 8 weeks [27],
but 3 other studies found that meal or diet tracking was not
associated with a decrease in HbA1c with follow-up ranging
from 3 to 12 months [31,32,39]. In addition, greater use of the
exercise features in one study was associated with a decrease
in HbA1c at 3 months [32] but not in another study at 12 months
[31]. Weight tracking [39], but not blood glucose tracking
[31,32,39], was found to have a significant relationship with a
decrease in HbA1c.
User Engagement and Change in Blood Pressure, Lipid
Panel, and Other Biomarkers
Among the 3 other studies assessing the relationship between
user engagement with a smartphone app and risk factors and
biomarkers, one found mixed results [18] and the other 2 found
negative results [20,21]. Among participants enrolled with the
Gray Matters app (n=104), there was a statistically significant
positive correlation between the average number of health
behavior questions answered per day and improvement in total
and high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol at 6 months
[18]. However, the average number of logs completed per day
was not significantly associated with resting heart rate, SBP,
DBP, cholesterol, triglycerides, blood carotenoids, serum
glucose, or insulin levels at 6 months [18]. Among users of an
app and web-based technology intervention (n=118), there were
no statistically significant relationships between sustained and
nonsustained usage and a change in aerobic fitness (METmax),
SBP, DBP, triglycerides, or total cholesterol at 12 months [20].
Among users of the SmartCare weight loss app, at 6 months,
there were no statistically significant differences in lipid panel
improvement (total cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, and
triglycerides) between those who entered anthropometric data
at least 3 times per week versus those who did so less than 3
times per week [21].
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Table 1 provides the number of studies that looked at each
outcome, the number of studies for each outcome that had a
positive finding, and the number of studies for each outcome
that had a negative finding. A positive finding refers to a
statistically significant association found in the desired direction
between user engagement and the outcome of interest (ie, a
positive association between user engagement and step count
or a negative association between user engagement and weight).

A negative finding refers to a nonstatistically significant
association in the expected direction, no association, or an
association in the opposite direction than expected. None of the
studies in this review found a significant association in the
direction opposite to what was expected. For the study that
ended up not reporting waist circumference and body fat
percentage results [21], this was also categorized as a negative
finding.

Table 1. Findings for the relationship between user engagement and the cardiovascular disease health behavior change or health outcome.
Outcome

Studies with positive finding, n (%)

Studies with negative finding, n (%)

Weight (n=13)

9 (69)

4 (31)

BMI (n=4)

3 (75)

1 (25)

Percent body fat (n=2)

1 (50)

1 (50)

Waist circumference (n=3)

2 (67)

1 (33)

Objectively measured physical activity (n=5)

3 (60)

2 (40)

Self-reported physical activity (n=3)

1 (33)

2 (67)

Self-reported diet (n=2)

0 (0)

2 (100)

Hemoglobin A1ca (n=5)

3 (60)

2 (40)

Systolic blood pressure (n=2)

0 (0)

2 (100)

Diastolic blood pressure (n=2)

0 (0)

2 (100)

Total cholesterol (n=3)

0 (0)

3 (100)

HDL cholesterol (n=1)

0 (0)

1 (100)

Triglycerides (n=3)

0 (0)

3 (100)

Resting heart rate (n=1)

0 (0)

1 (100)

Blood carotenoids (n=1)

0 (0)

1 (100)

Serum glucose (n=1)

0 (0)

1 (100)

Insulin levels (n=1)

0 (0)

1 (100)

METmax (n=1)

0 (0)

1 (100)

b

a

HbA1c: hemoglobin A1c.

b

HDL: high-density lipoprotein.

A meta-analysis was not conducted because the primary
objective of this systematic review was not to assess the
effectiveness of the interventions as a whole but rather, to
determine whether increased app user engagement was
associated with improvement in CVD health behavior change
and risk factor outcomes. In addition, the heterogeneity in study
designs and methods would have led to bias in a meta-analysis.
However, as a sensitivity analysis, we assessed the relationship
between user engagement with a stand-alone app versus an app
plus other intervention components and weight, the most
frequently assessed CVD health outcome. Of the 7 studies that
assessed a stand-alone app [27,28,32-35,37], 4 assessed the
relationship between user engagement and weight [27,28,34,35].
Of these 4 studies, 3 (75%) found positive results [27,34,35].
Of the 17 studies that assessed an app plus other intervention
components, 9 assessed the relationship between user
engagement and weight [17,19-21,23-26,39]. Of these 9 studies,
6 (67%) found positive results. Thus, in this sensitivity analysis,
a higher percentage of studies assessing the relationship between
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user engagement with a stand-alone app and weight found
positive results. However, the number of studies assessing a
stand-alone app that also examined the relationship between
user engagement and weight was small.

Discussion
Principal Findings
We found 24 studies that met the eligibility criteria for this
systematic review. This systematic review revealed that
increased user engagement with a smartphone app, measured
by general usage or self-monitoring entries or both, for the
prevention and management of CVD may be associated with a
reduction in weight (9/13 studies with positive findings) and
BMI (3/4 studies with positive findings). Although only a few
studies assessed the relationship between user engagement with
a smartphone app and body fat percentage (1/2 studies with
positive findings), waist circumference (2/3 studies with positive
findings), and objectively measured PA (3/5 studies with
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positive findings), the findings were generally positive.
However, although only a few studies assessed the relationship
between user engagement with a smartphone app and dietary
(2 studies) and diabetes self-care behaviors (1 study), the results
were all negative. Among the 5 studies that assessed the
relationship between user engagement with a smartphone app
and HbA1c, the results were promising (3/5 studies with positive
findings). The 3 studies that assessed the relationship between
user engagement with a smartphone app and the remaining
biomarkers were largely statistically nonsignificant.
There are multiple explanations for why higher user engagement
was associated with greater weight loss but not with reduction
in biomarkers, such as blood pressure, total cholesterol, and
triglycerides. First, the 3 studies that looked at these outcomes
were likely underpowered to detect a significant relationship.
In fact, Mattila et al [20] conducted post hoc analyses
demonstrating that they were underpowered to detect significant
associations between user engagement and change in SBP, DBP,
total cholesterol, and triglycerides, although they were
adequately powered to detect significant associations between
user engagement and change in weight, BMI, waist
circumference, and body fat percentage. The study by Hartin
et al [18] was only powered to detect a medium effect size of
0.50 difference between the 2 treatment groups on SBP, DBP,
total cholesterol, and triglycerides. The study by Oh et al [21]
was powered to detect a 1.81 kg difference in weight between
the 2 treatment groups, but they did not conduct power analyses
for the other biomarker outcomes.
Second, only one of these 3 studies [21] incorporated a
medication adherence component into the intervention. This
intervention incorporated telephone consultations with nurses,
exercise specialists, and clinical dietitians, which could include
discussion regarding medications, as well as covering the costs
of medications as an incentive to partake in the study [21].
However, it is unclear how frequently medication adherence
was discussed as a part of these consultations. The other 2
studies did not include medication adherence components in
their intervention [18,20]. It is possible that the lifestyle
interventions in these 3 studies, largely focused on diet and PA,
were not sufficient to significantly reduce these CVD
biomarkers. In the future, researchers should consider adding
education on CVD medications such as antihypertensives and
statins as well as medication adherence self-monitoring
capabilities into their mHealth interventions if they want to
impact CVD biomarkers.

Comparison With Prior Work
Few systematic reviews have been conducted in this area, with
most assessing the effectiveness of interventions on health
outcomes or strategies to promote user engagement with
mHealth interventions, as opposed to directly assessing the
relationship between user engagement with mHealth and CVD
health behavior change and risk factor outcomes. Semper et al
[40] included 6 studies in their systematic review assessing the
effectiveness of smartphone apps, which encourage dietary
self-regulatory strategies, for weight loss among overweight
and obese adults. This review demonstrated that participants
using the smartphone apps in all studies lost at least some
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weight; however, when compared with other self-monitoring
tools, there was no significant difference in the amount of weight
loss [40]. Semper et al [40] did not report on user engagement
with the apps. Although studies such as this have demonstrated
that self-monitoring may be associated with greater weight loss,
this does not provide a comprehensive picture of how user
engagement with smartphone apps is associated with health
behavior change and outcomes. Smartphone apps are capable
of incorporating multiple behavior change strategies, such as
goal setting, feedback, reminders, and social support features,
and simply assessing self-monitoring of health behaviors may
not be indicative of user engagement with the app as a whole.
Thus, in this review, we build upon prior research by assessing
user engagement with the app as a whole as well as individual
features such as self-monitoring.
Schoeppe et al [13] conducted a systematic review to evaluate
the efficacy of interventions that used smartphone apps to
improve diet, PA, and sedentary behavior. Of the 23 included
studies among adults, 17 demonstrated significant improvements
in PA (n=13), diet (n=6), weight (n=4), blood pressure (n=2),
sedentary behavior (n=1), fitness (n=1), and cholesterol (n=1)
[13]. Eleven of the studies included in this review reported app
usage to assess user engagement [13]. However, only 3 of these
studies examined the association between app usage and changes
in behavior and health outcomes, cautiously demonstrating that
higher app usage was associated with improvements in PA and
healthy eating [13]. The authors of this review recommended
that further work be conducted to examine the relationship
between user engagement and the outcomes of interest [13].
This systematic review fills this gap in the literature by building
upon these findings and examining the relationship between
user engagement and additional behavior change and health
outcomes.
Another review assessed factors related to user engagement
with internet behavioral interventions across many chronic
health conditions, including type 2 diabetes, weight loss
maintenance, and CVD [41]. They found that the interventions
that adapted to individual needs, including record keeping,
personalized feedback, and accountability, were more engaging
[41]. In this systematic review, measures of user engagement
with a smartphone app, such as self-monitoring (record keeping),
were also frequently associated with improved risk factor
outcomes, including a reduction in weight and BMI. Another
systematic review of 14 RCTs looked at the effectiveness of
technology-based strategies (eg, offering digital health
intervention assistance) to promote engagement with digital
health interventions (web-based platforms paired with emails,
telephone calls, and texting) that targeted various health
behaviors and conditions [42]. The studies often reported
small-to-moderate effects of technology-based strategies on
engagement compared with no strategy [42]. Previous reviews
have focused on compiling strategies to promote user
engagement with mHealth interventions. This systematic review
builds upon previous work by assessing the relationship between
user engagement with smartphone apps and the actual CVD
health behavior change or risk factor outcome.
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Limitations and Future Directions
The studies included in this review varied in how they
operationalized and analyzed user engagement with smartphone
apps, making it challenging to compare results across studies.
None of the studies used intrasession measures of user
engagement with a smartphone app, limiting this review to
intersession measures. Intersession measures provide a better
understanding of long-term user engagement with smartphone
apps, but intrasession measures could provide valuable insight
into how users engage within a single session. Researchers
should consider using both types of measures. In addition,
researchers should obtain both general usage and self-monitoring
intersession measures. General usage measures will make it
easier to compare results across studies, but self-monitoring
activities within the app can provide more insight into specific
intervention component use and whether engagement with them
is associated with better outcomes.
In addition, 33% (8/24) of the studies in this review did not
provide any indication of intended engagement with the
intervention. Among the 67% (16/24) of the studies that did
indicate how frequently participants were able to use certain
features, it was not always clear whether participants were
explicitly told or prompted on how frequently to engage. In the
future, providing clear instructions for intended engagement
and then determining whether not meeting, meeting, or
exceeding intended engagement expectations are associated
with achieving the intended outcomes will facilitate
advancement in this field. Ultimately, seeking to determine
what is considered sufficient user engagement with the
intervention to achieve the intended outcomes (ie, effective
engagement), as opposed to the current standard, that more user
engagement is always better [8,10]. No studies have assessed
the subjective experience of user engagement with the
smartphone app, largely limiting this review to the behavioral
manifestations of user engagement with the smartphone app via
app analytics. This narrow focus on the behavioral aspects of
user engagement is reflective of the state of the science but is
not sufficient to assess the multidimensional concept of user
engagement. Future studies could consider using the User
Engagement Scale [43] or the eHealth Engagement Scale [44]
to assess the subjective experience of user engagement.
The majority of the assessed apps focused on weight
management. Additional studies are needed to assess user
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engagement
with
smartphone
apps
targeting
hypercholesterolemia, diabetes, and hypertension, other
important risk factors for CVD. In addition, most studies
recruited participants from the community setting. In the future,
more studies need to be conducted where participants are
recruited in the inpatient or outpatient setting, and the apps are
integrated with clinical care to determine whether this further
affects the relationship between user engagement with
smartphone apps and CVD health behavior change and risk
factor outcomes.
There are also limitations specific to the conduction of this
review, which should be taken into consideration. First, hand
searching was not conducted as part of the search strategy.
Second, only one author reviewed the titles and abstracts.
However, if there was any question of whether a study should
be included or excluded at this stage, it was progressed to
full-text review, at which point 2 authors assessed the potentially
eligible studies. Third, only one author extracted the data from
the included studies to populate the table and results. Finally,
it was outside the scope of the review to report on actual user
engagement outcomes; however, this may be important for
future reviews.
This systematic review also has many strengths. First, we
searched multiple databases starting from when smartphones
first became available. Second, 2 authors independently screened
the full-text articles. Third, 2 authors independently assessed
the quality of the included studies using a standardized
assessment tool. Fourth, we reported the study findings on the
relationship between both general usage and self-monitoring
measures and the outcome of interest. Fifth, we provided clear
delineation of the number of studies that had a positive or
negative finding for each outcome via a table.

Conclusions
This systematic review found that user engagement with
smartphone apps may be associated with risk factor outcomes,
including reduction in weight and BMI, among adults using a
smartphone app for CVD prevention and management. To draw
stronger conclusions moving forward and to move toward the
concept of effective engagement, the mHealth community needs
to reach a consensus on how best to consistently operationalize
user engagement with smartphone apps across multiple
platforms and incorporate intended engagement with the
intervention into measurement approaches.
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